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1 Introduction

Massive higher spin fields on de Sitter space possess gauge symmetries at certain values of

their masses [1–12]. The first example of a field with more than one distinguished mass

value is a massive spin-2, hµν , on a D dimensional de Sitter space of radius H−1, which

has the action

S =

∫

dDx
√−g

[

−1

2
∇λhµν∇λhµν +∇λhµν∇νhµλ −∇µh∇νh

µν +
1

2
∇µh∇µh

+(D − 1)H2

(

hµνhµν −
1

2
h2

)

− 1

2
m2(hµνh

µν − h2)

]

. (1.1)

When the mass takes the value

m2 = (D − 2)H2 , (1.2)

the theory develops a scalar gauge symmetry

δhµν =
(

∇µ∇ν +H2gµν
)

φ , (1.3)

where φ(x) is a scalar gauge parameter. This is the partially massless (PM) graviton.

There is of course another distinguished value of the mass, m = 0, corresponding to

the ordinary massless graviton, which is invariant under linear diffeomorphism invariance.

These are the only two values of the mass of a spin-2 for which a gauge symmetry appears.

In four dimensions, a generic massive spin-2 field propagates five degrees of freedom, a

massless spin-2 field propagates two degrees of freedom, and a partially massless spin-2 lies

in-between, propagating 4 degrees of freedom.1

This partially massless theory has been of interest as a possible theory of gravity be-

cause the symmetry-enforced relation (1.2) links the value of the cosmological constant to

the graviton mass. A small graviton mass is in turn technically natural due to the enhanced

diffeomorphism invariance of general relativity at the value m = 0 [13, 14]. This offers a

1More generally, in D dimensions, the PM graviton propagates Ndof =
(D+1)(D−2)

2
−1 degrees of freedom.
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tantalizing possible avenue towards solving the cosmological constant problem [15]. Un-

fortunately, there are obstructions to realizing a complete two-derivative non-linear theory

that maintains the gauge symmetry and propagates the same number of degrees of freedom

as the linear theory [15–20].

On the other hand, the linear partially massless spin-2 theory shares many proper-

ties with ordinary Maxwell electrodynamics, including null propagation in four dimen-

sions [8], a scalar gauge symmetry (1.3), a one-derivative gauge invariant field strength

tensor (1.8), duality invariance [21, 22] and monopole solutions [23]. Another property

shared by the partially massless graviton and the photon is the aforementioned difficulty

with constructing self interactions; there are no non-trivial two-derivative self interaction

terms for a single photon. The only self-interactions we can write in general dimensions

are powers of the Maxwell field strength and its derivatives. These Born-Infeld [24] or

Euler-Heisenberg [25] like interactions are invariant under the linear gauge symmetry and

have as many derivatives as fields. Similarly, we can take arbitrary powers of the PM field

strength and construct a theory which is nonlinear but invariant under the linear gauge

symmetry.2 However, these higher derivative interactions are not relevant at low energies,

and we would like to construct interactions with fewer derivatives which may deform the

gauge symmetry in a nontrivial manner.3

If we have a multiplet of photons Aaµ, labelled by some color index a (raised and lowered

with δab), we know there is a way to achieve this through Yang-Mills theory [28],

L = −1

4
(∂µAνa − ∂νAµa)(∂

µAνa − ∂νAµa)− gfabc∂µA
a
νA

µbAνc − g2

4
fabcf

a
de A

b
µA

c
νA

µdAνe.

(1.4)

Here g is the coupling constant and fabc is some order one structure tensor. Consistency of

the gauge symmetry at cubic order requires the structure tensor to be fully antisymmetric,

and consistency at quartic order demands that it satisfy the Jacobi identity f d
ac f

c
be +

f d
bc f

c
ea + f d

ec f
c

ab = 0. The gauge symmetry is deformed from the abelian δAµ = ∂µα into

the non-abelian

δAaµ = ∂µα
a + f a

bc A
b
µα

c. (1.5)

Due to the total antisymmetry of fabc, at least 3 photons are required to write a Yang-Mills

interaction4 (in which case the gauge symmetries close to form the su(2) algebra).

Given the similarities between the partially massless spin-2 and the photon, a natural

question to ask is whether the self-interaction difficulties of the partially massless spin-2 can

be obviated in the same way — by extending to a multiplet of fields. This is the question we

address in this paper: does there exist a Yang-Mills like theory for an interacting multiplet,

haµν , of partially massless spin-2 fields? 5

2Equations of motion of this sort which are ghost-free and invariant under duality are constructed in [26].
3In odd dimensions, there exist Chern-Simons interactions which have fewer derivatives per field than

terms constructed from powers of the field strength, but which are nevertheless invariant under linear gauge

transformations [27].
4See [29] for more constraints on the possible interactions of spin 1.
5Such Yang-Mills type theories for massless gravitons do not exist [30], but this no-go result does not

immediately rule out PM Yang-Mills, as the form of the gauge symmetry is entirely different.
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The ideal form of such a theory would be a two-derivative action with interactions

governed by an antisymmetric coupling fabc, schematically of the form

L ∼
(

∇2h2 +
f

M
(∇2h3 +H2h3) +

f2

M2
(∇2h4 +H2h4) + · · ·

)

. (1.6)

Here M is some mass scale (in gravitational applications it would be the Planck mass)

suppressing the powers of the field (using, for illustration, canonical normalization appro-

priate to the D = 4 case). In the flat limit, H → 0, the degrees of freedom of a partially

massless graviton reduce to those of a massless graviton and a massless vector. This can

be seen at the level of the action by introducing the vector through a Stückelberg replace-

ment hµν 7→ hµν +
1
H
(∇µAν +∇νAµ) and then taking the H → 0 limit [15], in which the

partially massless symmetry (1.3) becomes the U(1) symmetry of the vector.6 If we were

to take this limit in our hypothetical partially massless Yang-Mills lagrangian (1.6), ideally

it would reduce to the spin-1 Yang-Mills theory (1.4), in addition to a decoupled massless

graviton. Because the Stückelberg replacement always brings a derivative along with each

power of A, there would have to be a cancellation among the highest derivatives of (1.6) in

order to yield the action (1.4), whose interactions have fewer derivatives than fields. Such

cancellations would leave powers of H, resulting in a gauge coupling g ∼ H
M
.

In the case of electromagnetism, there is a U(1) invariant field strength Fµν = ∂µAν −
∂νAµ, and the lagrangian can be written as its square: L = −1

4F
2
µν . Yang-Mills theory

can be arrived at by first finding a non-abelian version of the field strength which contains

quadratic powers of the field and transforms covariantly under the gauge symmetry:

F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νA

a
µ + f a

bc A
b
µA

c
ν , δF aµν = f a

bc α
bF cµν . (1.7)

The full Yang-Mills lagrangian is then easily written as L = −1
4(F

a
µν)

2. The partially

massless theory also has a gauge invariant field strength [31],

Fµνρ = ∇µhνρ −∇νhµρ, (1.8)

and the partially massless action can be written as a particular combination of its squares,

S = −1

4

∫

dDx
√−g

(

F λµνFλµν − 2F λµµF
ν

λν

)

. (1.9)

A natural first attempt is to try to find a non-abelian version of this curvature,

F aµνρ = ∇µh
a
νρ −∇νh

a
µρ +O

(

h2
)

, (1.10)

and then to write the full non-linear action as

L = −1

4

∫

dDx
√−g

(

F λµνa F aλµν − 2F λµa µF
a ν
λν

)

. (1.11)

However, by trying all possible combinations of h2 terms in (1.10), it is not hard to become

convinced that it is impossible to construct such a non-abelian curvature in this case.

6The vector kinetic term has the wrong sign on anti-de Sitter space, and the correct sign for the theory

in de Sitter space, reflecting the fact that the theory is unitary only in the de Sitter case.
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In what follows we will provide two general arguments that, indeed, no theory that we

might reasonably call a partially massless Yang-Mills like theory is possible. First, we use

the requirement that two gauge symmetries must commute to another gauge symmetry to

show that the structure of the gauge algebra for a multiplet of partially massless fields must

be abelian, thereby ruling out the non-commutativity essential to a Yang-Mills like theory.

Second, by studying dual CFT correlation functions, we show that there is no possible

non-trivial antisymmetric cubic vertex through which a multiplet of partially massless

fields might interact.

2 Closure argument

A powerful tool in the search for nonlinear deformations of gauge symmetries is the closure

condition (sometimes called the admissibility condition [32] in certain cases). It is the

requirement that for any two gauge parameters, φa and ψa, the equation

[δφ, δψ]h
a
αβ = δχh

a
αβ + on shell trivial , (2.1)

holds for some function χa. In other words, the gauge symmetries must form an algebra up

to on-shell trivial symmetries, as this is a necessary condition for the gauge orbits in field

space to be integrable, i.e., that the infinitesimal transformation derives from a finite one.

The closure condition was applied by Wald in [33] to obtain Yang-Mills theory and

general relativity as the unique nonlinear theories of multiple spin-1 fields and of a single

spin-2 field, respectively, assuming the interactions do not contain more than two deriva-

tives. This has been extended to a collection of spin-2 fields in [34, 35], and more recently

to theories with a single partially massless spin-2 field [18, 20]. The goal of this section is

to analyze the case of multiple PM spin-2 fields by looking at the lowest order part of the

closure condition (2.1). We will see that this is already enough to establish that the free

PM gauge symmetry cannot be extended to a field-dependent one of the Yang-Mills type.

This analysis is an extension of those of [20, 33].

The power of the closure condition lies in its generality, as one does not need to make

any assumptions regarding the action of the nonlinear theory. In particular, one does not

have to assume that interactions appear at a certain order in powers of the fields, nor must

one restrict the number of derivatives in the lagrangian. Our only assumptions are that

the gauge transformation reduces to the usual free PM symmetry at zeroth order in powers

of the field,

δ(0)haµν =
(

∇µ∇ν +H2gµν
)

φa , (2.2)

and that the full transformation only involves terms with up to two derivatives.

The most general two-derivative extension of the partially massless gauge symmetry

to nonlinear order may be written as

δφh
a
αβ = Bµν a

αβ b

(

∇µ∇νφ
b +Dλ b

µν c∇λφ
c + C b

µν c φ
c
)

. (2.3)

Here, the tensor B is assumed to contain only powers of ha with no derivatives, D must

be at most linear in ∇ha, and C may have terms linear in ∇∇ha, quadratic in ∇ha, as

– 4 –
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well as arbitrary powers of ha. As in [20], we may take the µν index pairs in (2.3) to be

symmetric without loss of generality.

We will expand each of the tensors B,D,C in powers of the field, h, and demand that

the closure condition be satisfied order-by-order. This will fix the form of these tensors. At

lowest order, where the tensors are field-independent, we require the gauge symmetry (2.3)

to reduce to the free PM transformation. This fixes

B
(0)µν a

αβ b
= δµ(αδ

ν
β)δ

a
b , D

(0)λ b

µν c
= 0 , C

(0) b

µν c
= H2gµνδ

b
c . (2.4)

Here, the superscript (n) denotes n powers of the fields. At the next order in the expansion,

the most general expression we can write is

B
(1)µν a

αβ b
= b a

1 bc g
µνhcαβ + b a

2 bc gαβh
c µν + b a

3 bc g
µνgαβh

c + b a
4 bc δ

µ

(αδ
ν
β)h

c

+ b a
5 bc δ

(µ
(αh

ν) c
β) ,

D
(1)λ a

αβ b
= d a

1 bc∇λhcαβ + d a
2 bc∇(αh

c λ
β) + d a

3 bc δ
λ
(α∇β)h

c + d a
4 bc δ

λ
(α∇σhcβ)σ

+ d a
5 bc gαβ∇λhc + d a

6 bc gαβ∇σh
c λσ ,

C
(1) a

αβ b
= c a

1 bc∇α∇βh
c + c a

2 bc∇σ∇(αh
c σ
β) + c a

3 bc�h
c
αβ + c a

4 bc gαβ�h
c

+ c a
5 bc gαβ∇λ∇σh

c λσ + c a
6 bcH

2 hcαβ + c a
7 bcH

2 gαβh
c ,

(2.5)

where the constant tensors b an bc, d a
n bc and c an bc will be determined by the closure

condition (2.1).

In writing this, we must be aware that there exists some redundancy in the definition

of the tensors B, D and C arising from the fact that we are free to perform a redefinition

of either the fields ha or the gauge parameter φa. In the first case, we note that a field

redefinition of the form

haαβ 7→ h̃aαβ(h) , (2.6)

amounts, in the symmetry transformation (2.3), to changing the B tensor as

Bµν a
αβ b 7→

∂h̃aαβ
∂hcλσ

Bµν c
λσ b , C a

µν b 7→ C a
µν b , Dλ a

µν b 7→ Dλ a
µν b . (2.7)

In the second case, a redefinition of the gauge parameter

φa 7→ fab(h)φ
b , (2.8)

with fab being an arbitrary function of the fields ha, can be compensated by shifting the

B, D and C tensors as

Bµν a
αβ b 7→ Bµν a

αβ c f
c
b ,

Dλ a
µν b 7→ (f−1)acD

λ c
µν d f

d
b + 2(f−1)ac δ

λ
(µ∇ν)f

c
b ,

C a
µν b 7→ (f−1)acC

c
µν d f

d
b + (f−1)ac∇µ∇νf

c
b + (f−1)acD

λ c
µν d∇λf

d
b .

(2.9)

This can be inferred by observing that the Noether identity that follows from eq. (2.3),

∇µ∇ν

(

Bµν a
αβ b Eαβa

)

−∇λ

(

Bµν a
αβ cD

λ c
µν b Eαβa

)

+Bµν a
αβ cC

c
µν b Eαβa = 0 , (2.10)

– 5 –
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where Eαβa ≡ δS/δhaαβ is the equation of motion, remains unchanged by the redefinitions

in (2.9), which therefore do not affect the constraints of the putative nonlinear PM theory.

It is useful to fix these redundancies by simplifying the tensor B(1). The most general

φa redefinition at this order has fab = δab + αabch
c, for some constant αabc, under which

B(1) changes as

B
(1)µν a

αβ b
7→ B

(1)µν a

αβ b
+ αabc δ

µ

(αδ
ν
β)h

c ; (2.11)

this allows us to set b4 = 0 in B(1). (Alternatively, we could choose fab to eliminate d3
or c1.) Secondly, the most general field redefinition which affects the first order tensors is

a quadratic one

h̃aαβ = haαβ + a a
1 bc gαβh

b
λσh

c λσ + a a
2 bc gαβh

bhc + a a
3 bc h

bhcαβ + a a
4 bc h

b λ
(αh

c
β)λ , (2.12)

which shifts B(1) by

∂h̃aαβ
∂hbµν

= a a
3 bc g

µνh c
αβ + 2a a

1 (bc) gαβh
c µν + 2a a

2 (bc) g
µνgαβh

c

+ a a
3 cb δ

µ

(αδ
ν
β)h

c + 2a a
4 (bc) δ

(µ
(αh

ν)c
β) .

(2.13)

The a4 term can be set to zero by choosing αabc appropriately. We therefore see that we

have the freedom to set b a
1 bc = 0, b a

2 (bc) = 0, b a
3 (bc) = 0, and b a

5 (bc) = 0. Thus we end

up with

B
(1)µν a

αβ b
= b a

2 [bc] gαβh
c µν + b a

3 [bc] g
µνgαβh

c + b a
5 [bc] δ

(µ
(αh

ν)c
β) , (2.14)

where the surviving b coefficients are antisymmetric in their lower indices.

Having eliminated all the redundancies in the PM gauge symmetry at first order in

the fields, we may now look at the constraints that arise from the closure condition at the

lowest nontrivial order:
(

δ
(0)
φ δ

(1)
ψ − δ

(0)
ψ δ

(1)
φ

)

haαβ = δ
(0)

χ(0)h
a
αβ . (2.15)

Writing eq. (2.15) more explicitly, we find the equation
(

δ
(0)
φ B

(1)µν a

αβ b

)(

∇µ∇νψ
b +H2gµνψ

b
)

+
(

δ
(0)
φ D

(1)λ a

αβ b

)

∇λψ
b

+
(

δ
(0)
φ C

(1) a

αβ b

)

ψb − (φ↔ ψ) =
(

∇α∇β +H2gαβ
)

χ(0)a ,
(2.16)

which must hold for arbitrary fields haµν and gauge functions φ and ψ. We can eliminate the

unknown function χ(0)a in the above expression by operating on both sides with ∇σ and

antisymmetrizing over the indices σ and α (or, equivalently, over σ and β). The resulting

condition imposes constraints on the tensors B(1), D(1) and C(1), yielding the following:

δ
(1)
φ haαβ = d̂ a

1 bc F
b
λ(αβ)∇λφc + d̂ a

2 bc gαβF
b
λ∇λφc + d̂ a

3 bc F
b
(α∇β)φ

c

+ ĉ a
1 bc∇(αF

b
β)φ

c + ĉ a
2 bc∇λF bλ(αβ)φ

c + ĉ a
3 bc gαβ∇λF bλφ

c .
(2.17)

Here the hatted parameters are some linear combinations of the un-hatted ones in eq. (2.5),

and we are using the definitions

F aλαβ ≡ ∇λh
a
αβ −∇αh

a
λβ , F aλ ≡ gαβF aλαβ . (2.18)

– 6 –
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The tensor F aλαβ is nothing but the field strength (1.8) of the free PM theory, and as such

it is invariant under the lowest order gauge symmetry: δ(0)F aλαβ = 0. We have thus simply

recovered in eq. (2.17) the most general combination involving one power of F aλαβ and two

derivatives, and which therefore trivially satisfies the closure condition (2.15) because the

composition of two gauge transformations is zero. In particular, this gauge transformation

is abelian, thereby ruling out a nonlinear PM theory of the Yang-Mills type.

One might ask if the obstruction could be avoided simply by using tetrads or frame

fields [11, 19, 36] rather than metrics since there are extra fields and Stückelberg sym-

metries, but as long as a metric formulation can be recovered through gauge fixing and

elimination of auxiliary fields, the arguments here apply.

3 Argument from 3-point functions

S-matrix arguments provide strong constraints on the possible non-linear interactions of

gauge theories on asymptotically flat space, e.g. [37–46]. The power of these arguments

is that they are insensitive to field redefinition and gauge ambiguities and hence directly

constrain the physical data of the theory.

The partially massless theory lives only on de Sitter and has no flat space analogue, so

we cannot directly apply standard S-matrix techniques. However, the dual CFT correlation

functions of AdS/CFT [47] and dS/CFT [48] are the (A)dS analogues of the flat space S-

matrix and, just like the flat space S-matrix, their essential structure is blind to field

redefinition ambiguities and gauge redundancies of the bulk theory. Any consistent field

theory on AdSD defines a set of conformally invariant correlation functions of some effective

CFT [49] onMd, d ≡ D−1, computed using Witten diagrams [50]. The goal of this section

is to constrain the existence of any putative PM Yang-Mills spin-2 theory by considering

the dual correlators such a theory would yield.

If a PM Yang-Mills theory of the form (1.6) existed, it would possess a 3-point vertex

compatible with the gauge symmetry. The possible bulk 3-point interactions for partially

massless fields are studied in [51, 52], but rather than work with them directly, we will

use the fact that boundary 3-point correlators are in one-to-one correspondence with non-

trivial bulk 3-point vertices [53]. Given this, we can deduce whether or not a bulk vertex

exists by investigating whether or not it is possible to construct the corresponding bound-

ary correlator. We will find that for the YM-type theory we seek, the boundary 3-point

correlator that would be implied by the existence of the theory does not exist, in agreement

with the findings of the closure argument in section 2.

Thus we will now be considering the dual theory living on the flat-space boundary the-

ory of AdS.7 (See [54] for more on boundary values of PM fields.) The cartesian boundary

7Though we are ultimately interested in the stable partially fields on dS, we nevertheless work on AdS

for the dual CFT argument. The difference is simply some factors of i’s and minus signs — the existence

of a consistent non-linear interaction and gauge symmetry is insensitive to these differences, aside from

possible imaginary coefficients in interaction terms which might rule out one case or another. Ultimately,

we will find that there are no acceptable cubic interactions at all, so the argument applies immediately to

dS theories as well.

– 7 –
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coordinates are xi, where i ranges over the d = D− 1 dimensions of the boundary, and the

flat boundary metric is ηij . A field in AdSD of spin-2 — with usual Dirichlet boundary

conditions — corresponds to a rank-2 symmetric traceless primary operator, Oij(x), of

dimension ∆ set by the mass of the AdSD field through the AdS/CFT relation

∆ =
d

2
+

√

d2

4
+m2L2. (3.1)

Here L2 is the AdS radius of curvature. The two values of the mass with enhanced gauge

symmetry are the ordinary massless graviton atm2 = 0, and the partially massless graviton

at8 m2L2 = −(d− 1). These correspond to dual operators which are conserved and doubly

conserved, respectively:

∂jOij = 0, ∆ = d, m2 = 0, (3.2)

∂i∂jOij = 0, ∆ = d− 1, m2L2 = − (d− 1) . (3.3)

These conditions follow from the conformal algebra by looking for when descendants acquire

zero norm [56]. They can also be seen directly from the general form of the two-point

function of two spin-2 operators of weight ∆, which is fixed up to a constant by conformal

symmetry [57–59],

〈Oij(x)Okl(0)〉 ∼
1

x2∆

(

IikIjl + IjkIil −
2

3
ηijηkl

)

, Iij ≡ ηij − 2
xixj
x2

. (3.4)

Taking the divergence ∂i of (3.4), we find a non-vanishing expression proportional to ∆−d,
and taking the double divergence ∂i∂j , we find a non-vanishing expression proportional to

(∆ − d)(∆ − d + 1), indicating that ∆ = d is the only value for which Oij can be singly

conserved, and ∆ = d− 1 is the only value for which Oij can be doubly conserved but not

singly conserved.

We thus turn to the construction of conformally invariant 3-point functions for these

tensor operators. To catalogue the possible 3-point structures, we use the formalism of [53],

which employs the embedding space formalism dating back to Dirac [60]. The correlators

are written by contracting the fields with auxiliary vectors zi which are all null, z2 = 0,

O(x, z) = Oij(x)z
izj . (3.5)

The correlation functions are obtained by stripping off the z’s using the operators Di =
(

d
2 − 1 + z · ∂

∂z

)

∂
∂zi

− 1
2zi

∂2

∂z·∂z
, which have the effect of projecting onto the symmetric

traceless part of the indices contracted with the z’s that have been stripped,

〈Oi1j1(x1)Oi2j2(x2)Oi3j3(x3)〉 ∼ D1
i1
D1
j1
D2
i2
D2
j2
D3
i3
D3
j3
〈O(x1, z1)O(x2, z2)O(x3, z3)〉. (3.6)

The correlators are then constructed in terms of the building blocks

VI,JK ≡ (zJ · xIJ)x2IK − (zK · xIK)x2IJ
x2JK

, (3.7)

HIJ ≡ (zI · zJ)x2IJ − 2(zJ · xIJ) (zI · xIJ), (3.8)

8The conformal weight for the partially massless graviton lies below the unitarity bound ∆ ≥ d for spin-2

operators [55], reflecting the fact that the field is ghost-like on AdS.
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where xiIJ ≡ xiI − xiJ and I, J,K range over 1, 2, 3. The correlators take the explicit form

〈Oa(x1, z1)Ob(x2, z2)Oc(x3, z3)〉 ∼
Qabc(V,H)

|x12|∆+2 |x13|∆+2 |x23|∆+2
. (3.9)

The numerator, Qabc(V,H), is constructed as a linear combination of color structure tensors

and the following 11 tensor structures found using the results of [53],

H12H13H23, H12H23V1,23V3,21, H12H13V2,31V3,12, H13H23V1,23V2,13

H2
12V

2
3,12, H2

13V
2
2,31, H2

23V
2
1,23, H12V1,23V2,31V

2
3,12

H13V1,23V3,12V
2
2,31, H23V2,31V3,12V

2
1,23, V 2

1,23V
2
2,31V

2
3,12. (3.10)

By Bose statistics, the entire correlator must be symmetric under the simultaneous

interchange of the space-time coordinates, auxiliary vectors, and color labels. There are

three possibilities for the components of the numerator: it can contain a component in the

form of a totally symmetric color structure constant fabc(S) multiplying a function Q(S) of

the coordinate structures (3.10) which is totally symmetric under swapping the space-time

coordinates and auxiliary vectors, (xI , zI) ↔ (xJ , zJ),

Qabc(V,H) ⊃ fabc(S)Q(S) (x1, z1;x2, z2;x3, z3) , (3.11)

a totally antisymmetric color structure constant fabc(A) multiplying a totally antisymmetric

function Q(A) of the coordinates and auxiliary vectors,

Qabc(V,H) ⊃ fabc(A)Q(A) (x1, z1;x2, z2;x3, z3) , (3.12)

or a mixed symmetry color structure constant fab,c(M) multiplying a mixed symmetry function

Q(M) of the coordinates and auxiliary vectors,

Qabc(V,H) ⊃ fab,c(M)Q(M) (x1, z1;x2, z2|x3, z3) + f bc,a(M)Q(M) (x2, z2;x3, z3|x1, z1)

+ f ca,b(M)Q(M) (x3, z3;x1, z1|x2, z2) . (3.13)

Here fab,c(M) satisfies f
(ab),c
(M) = 0, f

[ab,c]
(M) = 0, and similarly forM with respect to interchange of

its spacetime labels. If there is only a single field, then only the fully symmetric structure

is possible. If there are two fields, only the symmetric and mixed symmetry structures are

possible. If there are three or more fields, all are possible. (Note that the denominator

in (3.9) is totally symmetric, so we do not have to worry about its symmetry properties.)

To see which symmetry components are present, we must decompose the possible three

point structures (3.10) according to their transformation properties under the group S3 of

permutations of the three labels. The 11-dimensional space of 3-point structures spanned

by (3.10) transforms as a representation of the permutation group of three elements, S3.

The irreducible representations of S3 are the fully symmetric functions, Q(S), which each

give a one-dimensional representation, the fully antisymmetric functions, Q(A), which each

give a one-dimensional representation, and the mixed-symmetry functions, Q(M), which

each give a two-dimensional representation.
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Performing this decomposition using Young projectors (see e.g. [61]), we find that the

11 dimensional space of 3-point structures decomposes into 5 independent fully symmetric

structures,

Q(S)(x1, z1;x2, z2;x3, z3) ∼



































H12H23H13

H12H23V1,23V3,12 +H12H13V2,31V3,12 +H13H23V1,23V2,31

H2
12V

2
3,12 +H2

13V
2
2,31 +H2

23V
2
1,23

H12V1,23V2,31V
2
3,12 +H13V1,23V3,12V

2
2,31 +H23V2,31V3,12V

2
1,23

V 2
1,23V

2
2,31V

2
3,12 ,

(3.14)

and 3 independent two-dimensional mixed symmetry representations,

Q(M) (x1, z1;x2, z2|x3, z3) ∼















H2
13V

2
2,13 −H2

23V
2
1,23

H12H23V1,23V3,12 +H12H13V2,13V3,12

H23V
2
1,23V2,13V3,12 +H13V1,23V

2
2,13V3,12 .

(3.15)

There is no fully antisymmetric representation present in the space spanned by the

possible structures (3.10), and therefore no possible correlator which uses an antisymmetric

structure constant. This implies that there cannot be a bulk partially massless multiplet

of fields which has a non-trivial cubic vertex making use of an antisymmetric structure

constant. Insofar as this is what we mean by a partially massless Yang-Mills theory, we

can now rule it out without any further calculation.

The correlators must also satisfy the double conservation conditions required for a

partially massless field

∂2

∂x1i∂x1j
〈Oa

ij(x1)Ob
kl(x2)Oc

mn(x3)〉 = 0, (3.16)

and similarly for the x2, x3 arguments. This will reduce the number of allowed correlators

(the number of independent correlators and the conservation condition is also affected by

dimension dependent identities when D ≤ 4 [53, 62–64]), however, we will not impose this

condition presently because — as we have seen — there is no 3 point function which has

the appropriate symmetries to come from a Yang-Mills like vertex in any case.

We can compare this result to the analogous result for the case of a spin-1. For

spin-1, there are 4 possible 3-point structures. Two of them are antisymmetric, and the

remaining two form a mixed symmetry structure. Only the two antisymmetric ones are

conserved for ∆ = d−1, and correspond to the bulk Yang-Mills coupling and to the abelian

∼ fabcF
a
µνF

νλbF µc
λ coupling. The fact that there are no fully symmetric structures tells us

that there is no non-trivial cubic self-coupling for a single photon.9

9In quantum electrodynamics, this is also a consequence of Furry’s theorem [65].
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4 Conclusions

We have argued that there does not exist a theory which might reasonably be described as

a multiplet of partially massless spin-2 fields interacting in a Yang-Mills like fashion. We

gave two lines of evidence for this statement. The first comes from considering directly

the gauge symmetries that such a theory might possess; we have explicitly checked that

any putative deformation of the gauge symmetry which is linear in the fields (as in the

case of Yang-Mills) only closes to form an algebra if it is abelian. The second comes

from considering the dual correlation functions which a PM Yang-Mills theory would give

through AdS/CFT. We expect that any theory defined on (A)dS space should define

correlation functions for an effective conformal field theory defined on the boundary, and

in the case of a PM Yang-Mills theory, the 3 point boundary correlator should take the form

of an antisymmetric structure constant times an antisymmetric function of the spacetime

coordinates, as it does in regular Yang-Mills theory. However, we have seen that no such

structures exist for a PM spin-2 which are consistent with conformal invariance.

Our no-go arguments do not rule out any theory of interacting PM spin-2 fields, but

they do strongly constrain such a theory. Our two arguments suggest that if a theory

of multiple interacting partially massless spin-2 fields does exist, it will be quite different

from a Yang-Mills type theory. The arguments suggest where possible loopholes might be

found. One loophole in our arguments is that we have considered only the structure of the

cubic vertices of any putative theory; it is possible that an interacting theory may only

start at quartic or higher order, corresponding to a zero 3 point function and a deformation

of the gauge symmetry which begins at higher order in the fields. Another is that in the

closure argument we have restricted to two-derivative extensions of the gauge symmetry,

it is possible that allowing for more derivatives could change the story, however to be

consistent with the correlator arguments any cubic vertices would again have to be on-

shell trivial. We do find that there are mixed symmetry 3 point structures which one

might imagine could form the basis of a non-abelian theory, but in this case again the

closure arguments seem to preclude these vertices deforming the algebra. Finally, it could

be that the partially massless spin-2 has more in common with higher spin gauge fields

than it does with gravity or electromagnetism; it is widely believed that the only way to

construct consistent theories of higher spin gauge theories is to include an infinite number of

them, as in Vasiliev theory [66], and the same may be true for the partially massless spin-2.
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